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fraction, fsub(>M) = [ntot(>M) − nhost(>M)]/nhost(>M).
ntot(>M) was calculated using current M200 masses for hosts
and corresponding masses at the accretion epoch for subhalos
using z = 0 halo catalog of Behroozi et al. (2013) derived
from the Bolshoi simulation (Klypin et al. 2011). The subhalo
fraction in the Bolshoi simulation is parameterized as fsub =
min[0.35, 0.085(15 − log10 M200)].

I combine two recent SMF calibrations by Papastergis et al.
(2012) and Bernardi et al. (2010) to accurately characterize SMF
behavior at both small and large M∗, respectively: n(M∗) =
max[nP12, nB10]. For nP12 I adopt the double Schechter form
given by Equation (6) of Baldry et al. (2012) with the following
parameters: log10 M∗ = 10.66, φ∗

1 = 3.96 × 10−3 Mpc−3,
α1 = −0.35, φ∗

2 = 6.9 × 10−4 Mpc−3, α2 = −1.57. These
parameters are in general agreement with the best-fit parameters
derived for the local SMF by Baldry et al. (2012). Note that
SMF measurements at M∗ ! 108 M⊙ are quite uncertain due
to incompleteness of low surface brightness galaxies in this
regime (Baldry et al. 2012); the current SMF measurements
at these stellar masses should be considered as lower limits
and the actual SMF may be somewhat steeper still. For nB10 I
use the parameter values given in the bottom row of Table 4
in Bernardi et al. (2010, unbracketed values) and the Schechter
parameterization of the SMF given by Equation (9) in that paper.
I refer readers to the original papers for further details on how
the SMFs were estimated.

3. GALAXY SAMPLES

To estimate the size–virial radius relation, I have selected
several publicly available data sets chosen to span the entire
range of galaxy stellar masses4 and morphologies. First, I
use a compilation of stellar masses and effective radii for
the spheroidal, early-type galaxies from Misgeld & Hilker
(2011). These include 95 ellipticals (Es) and dwarf elliptical
(dE) galaxies in the Virgo cluster with the Hubble Space
Telescope (Ferrarese et al. 2006), the Very Large Telescope/
FORS1 observations of 194 dEs in the Hydra I and Centaurus
clusters (Misgeld et al. 2008, 2009), and 23 dwarf spheroidal
(dSph) galaxies in the Local Group. The sample of late-type
galaxies includes 25 of the THINGS/HERACLES galaxies of
Leroy et al. (2008) and the LITTLE THINGS sample of 34
dwarf irregular galaxies from Zhang et al. (2012). I also include
the stellar mass profile of the Milky Way using a combination
of the thin and thick stellar disks with parameters given in
Table 2 of McMillan (2011). For the late-type samples, I used
the deprojected stellar surface density profiles presented in these
studies to estimate the half-mass radius, R1/2, directly from the
profiles. R1/2 was determined as the radius that contains half of
the stellar mass of galaxies using the cumulative mass profile of
each disk: M∗(<R) = 2π

∫ R

0 Σ(R′)R′dR′.
In addition, I use the average relations between half-light

radius and stellar mass, ⟨R1/2|M∗⟩, derived for early- and late-
type galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) from the
recent study by Bernardi et al. (2012; SerExp values in their
Table 4). I also use the intrinsic scatter about the mean relation
calculated for both early- and late-type galaxies (M. Bernardi
2012, private communication). Finally, I use the half-mass radii
and stellar masses for a sample of 220 massive SDSS galaxies
at z < 0.1 presented in Szomoru et al. (2013, see their Table 1).

4 Stellar masses in all of the samples were estimated assuming the Chabrier
(2003) initial mass function.

Figure 1. Relation between the half-mass radius of stellar distribution in galaxies
of different stellar masses (spanning more than eight orders of magnitude in
stellar mass) and morphological types and inferred virial radius of their parent
halos, R200, defined as the radius enclosing overdensity of 200ρcr, and estimated
as described in Section 2. The red and orange symbols and lines show early-
type galaxies, while blue and cyan symbols and line show late-type galaxies,
as indicated in the figure legend (see Sections 3 and 4.1 for details). The gray
dashed line shows linear relation r1/2 = 0.015 R200 and dotted lines are linear
relations offset by 0.5 dex, which approximately corresponds to the 2σ scatter
2σln λ ≈ 1.1 expected for dark matter halos.

4. RESULTS

4.1. The Size–Virial Radius Relation

To derive the size–virial radius relation, I first assign M200
to galaxies using their stellar mass and the M∗–M200 rela-
tion derived using abundance matching. I then estimate the
three-dimensional half-mass radius from the projected two-
dimensional half-mass radii reported for observed galaxies. I
assume that in late-type galaxies stars are in a disk and hence the
two-dimensional R1/2 radius is equal to the three-dimensional
r1/2 radius. For the early-type galaxies I assume that stars have
spheroidal distribution and convert projected Re to r1/2 using
r1/2 = 1.34Re. This expression is accurate for spheroidal sys-
tems described by the Sérsic profile with a wide range of the
Sérsic index values (see Equation (21) in Lima Neto et al. 1999).

Figure 1 shows the derived r1/2–R200 relation for all of the
observational samples described above. Remarkably, r1/2 scales
approximately linearly over two orders of magnitude in radius
and over eight orders of magnitude in stellar mass from the dSph
galaxies to the most massive ellipticals. The linear relation,
r1/2 = 0.015 R200, is shown by the gray dashed line. The
normalization of this relation is chosen so that the distribution
of points is approximately symmetric around the line. The
formal power-law fit to the r1/2–R200 relation of the individual
galaxy points shown in the figure gives slope of 0.95 ± 0.065,
normalization of 0.015±0.0007, and scatter of 0.20±0.016 dex
(all errors indicating 95% confidence interval).

It is noteworthy that the half-mass radii of dIrr galaxies are
similar to those of dEs of the same stellar mass and follow
approximately the same r1/2–R200 relation. Massive late-type
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resolution = convergence in mass profile
Power et al. 2003 
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Field dwarfs are “easy” to simulate

Field halo
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Required resolution: 1% of host halo (~million particles)
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Rhalo~160 kpc/h

Satellite halo
Mhalo~1010  Msun/h 
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Required resolution: 0.2% of host halo (~120 million particles)

Environment is a challenge to simulate
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APOSTLE - Sawala et al. 2016
Latte - Wetzel et al. 2016

Mayer et al. 2006 
Kazantzidis et al. 2017

Full Cosmological Isolated

- Lower resolution
+ Higher resolution

- Idealized initial conditions
+ Fully cosmological

Hybrid
Macciò et al. 2017
Frings et al. 2017

+ Higher resolution (mdm ~ 2000 Msun)
+ Fully cosmological before infall



1 Mpc/h comoving 200 kpc/h comoving

60 kpc/h comoving

M200 = 2.6 x 1010 M⊙

Mstar = 1.4 x 107 M⊙

Gasoline - SPH 

MaGICC sub-grid model

Stinson et al. 2013

Wadsley et al. 2004

Cosmological zoom-in simulations



Most hydro sims over-produce stars @ z~0
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Reconciling dwarf galaxies with ⇤CDM cosmology 5

Figure 3. Cumulative number of satellites at z = 0 above a given stellar mass (left) and stellar 3D velocity dispersion (right) in the
Latte simulation (blue) and observed around the Milky Way (MW; dashed) and Andromeda (M31; dotted), excluding the LMC, M33, and
Sagittarius. For both M

star

and �, Latte’s satellites lie entirely between the MW and M31, so Latte does not su↵er from the “missing

satellites” or “too big to fail” problems. Thin curves (right) show V
circ,max

for all dark-matter subhalos in the baryonic (light blue) and
dark-matter-only (DMO; orange) simulations, demonstrating the ⇡3⇥ reduction from baryonic physics.

in galactic gas (see Hopkins et al., in prep.). Indeed,
galaxies in the lower-resolution simulation (small circles)
have even lower [Fe/H], while previous FIRE simulations
of isolated dwarf galaxies at higher resolution agreed bet-
ter with observations (Ma et al. 2016).
Finally, Figure 5 shows the cumulative star-formation

histories of Latte’s satellites, M
star

(z), computed from
their stellar populations at z = 0, along with observed
MW satellites from Weisz et al. (2014). Consistent with
observations, Latte’s satellites show a broad range of his-
tories, and those with higher M

star

(z=0) formed prefer-
entially later. All satellites at M

star

(z=0)<108 M� had
their star formation quenched (stopped) 3�11Gyr ago,
well after cosmic reionization (z>6). However, the most
massive satellite remains star-forming to z = 0, broadly
consistent with the MW, in which only the most mas-
sive satellites (LMC and SMC) remaining star-forming.
Also consistent with the LG, and previous FIRE simula-
tions, almost all of Latte’s isolated dwarf galaxies remain
star-forming to z⇠0. However, 3 at M

star

.2⇥ 105 M�
do quench by z ⇠ 2, likely from a strong burst of feed-
back and/or the ultraviolet background. In Wetzel et al.,
in prep. we will explore in detail the e↵ects of cosmic
reionization, feedback, and environment on these star-
formation histories.

4. CONCLUSION

We presented the first results from the Latte Project:
an unprecedentedly high-resolution simulation of a
MW-mass galaxy within ⇤CDM cosmology, run us-
ing GIZMO with the FIRE-2 model for star forma-
tion/feedback. Latte produces a realistic population of
satellite and isolated dwarf galaxies, consistent with sev-
eral observations within the LG: (1) distributions of stel-
lar masses and velocity dispersions (dynamical masses),
including their joint relation; (2) the M

star

-stellar metal-
licity relation; and (3) a diverse range of star-formation
histories, including dependence on M

star

. Critically,
Latte’s dwarf galaxies do not su↵er the “missing satel-
lites” or “too big to fail” problems, down to M

star

&

105 M� and �
velocity,star

& 8 km s�1. Because the dark-
matter-only simulation su↵ers from both, we conclude
that baryonic physics can account for these observations
and thus reconcile dwarf galaxies with standard ⇤CDM
cosmology.
This observational agreement arises for primarily two

reasons. First, as demonstrated for isolated dwarf galax-
ies, FIRE’s stellar feedback can generate dark-matter
cores (Oñorbe et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2015), reduc-
ing dynamical masses and thus stellar velocity disper-
sions. Second, the baryonic simulation contains signif-
icantly (⇡ 3⇥) fewer subhalos at fixed V

circ,max

within
d
host

<300 kpc than dark-matter-only, because the host’s
stellar disk destroys subhalos, as we quantify in Garrison-
Kimmel et al., in prep.
We find no significant discrepancies with observed

dwarf galaxies, at least at M
star

& 106 M�, where Latte
resolves star-formation/enrichment histories well. We
will examine additional properties of dwarf galaxies in
future works, to further explore both these successes and
any potential discrepancies.
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Marla Geha, Evan Kirby, Robyn Sanderson, Josh Si-
mon, Erik Tollerud, Risa Wechsler for enlightening dis-
cussions, Dan Weisz for sharing observations, and Peter
Behroozi for sharing rockstar. We acknowledge sup-
port from: Moore Center for Theoretical Cosmology and
Physics at Caltech (A.R.W.); Sloan Research Fellowship,
NASA ATP grant NNX14AH35G, NSF Collaborative
Research grant 1411920 and CAREER grant 1455342
(P.F.H.); Einstein Postdoctoral Fellowship, NASA grant
PF4-150147 (J.K.); NSF grants AST-1412836 and AST-
1517491, NASA grant NNX15AB22G, and STScI grant
HST-AR-14293.001-A (C.-A.F.-G.); NSF grant AST-
1412153 and funds from UCSD (D.K.); NASA ATP
grant 12-APT12-0183 and Simons Foundation Investi-
gator award (E.Q.). We used computational resources
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Figure 3. Stellar mass functions from 12 Apostle simulations at resolution L2 compared to observations. In the left and centre, shaded
regions show the mass functions of satellites within 300 kpc of each of the primary (left) and secondary (centre) of the two main Local

Group galaxies from each simulation volume, while lines show the observed stellar mass function within 300 kpc of M31 (left) and the

MW (centre). In the right, the shaded region shows all galaxies within 2 Mpc of the Local Group barycentre in the simulations, while
the line is the stellar mass function of all known galaxies within the same region. On each panel, the dark colour-shaded areas bound

the 16th and 84th percentiles; light shaded areas indicate the full range among our twelve Local Group realisations. For comparison,

the grey area on each panel corresponds to the mass function of all dark matter halos. All observational data are taken from the latest
compilation by McConnachie (2012). Note that while the M31 satellite count is likely to be complete to 105M�, the count of satellites

of the MW and the total count within 2 Mpc should be considered as lower limits to the true numbers due to the limited sky coverage
of local galaxy surveys and the low surface brightness of dwarf galaxies. See Fig. A1 for numerical convergence.

day. Fig. 1 illustrates the evolution of gas and stars in a co-
moving region of side length 200⇥ 150 h�1 kpc from z = 12
to 0, centred on the particles that become one of the cen-
tral galaxies in one of the Apostle simulations at resolution
level L1. At early times, the gas traces the filamentary struc-
ture, and stars begin to form in the highest density regions,
often found in the nodes at the intersection of filaments.
In this simulation, the first stars begin to form at z ⇠ 17,
in the progenitors of what will become the pair of main LG
galaxies, analogues to the Milky Way and M31. Immediately
after the first stars have formed, feedback associated with
star formation begins to blow out gas from the then very
low mass dark matter and gas halos. At z = 11.5, reion-
ization heats the intergalactic gas and rarefies gas already
collapsed in halos, quenching further gas cooling and ac-
cretion into small halos. As a result, the formation of new
galaxies is disrupted, until su�ciently massive halos begin
to form. Over time, star formation begins anew in more and
more halos, while individual star-forming regions merge to
assemble larger galaxies.

Shortly after z ⇠ 3, the proto-galaxy undergoes a final
major merger, with minor mergers continuing up to z =
0. The progenitor continues to accrete new satellites that
mostly lose their gas on infall due to ram-pressure stripping.
A stellar halo also builds up, with shell-like and stream-
like substructures originating from tidally disrupted satellite
galaxies. By z = 0, a pair of large disk galaxies have formed,
both surrounded by shells and streams, along with many
dwarf galaxy satellites.

3.2 Galaxies that only scratch the surface

Fig. 2 illustrates the dark matter and starlight in another of
our resimulations at redshift z = 0. The top left panel shows
the dark matter distribution in a cube of side length 4 Mpc,
encompassing the spherical volume commonly considered as
the Local Group. It reveals a cosmic filament that envelopes
the two principal halos and most of the galaxies in the re-
gion. The bottom row zooms in on a region of side length 2
Mpc around the simulated LG barycentre, contrasting the
distribution of dark matter (left panel) and star light (right
panel). While the simulations contains tens of thousands of
dark matter substructures, galaxies appear as highly biased
tracers of the dark matter, forming almost exclusively in the
most massive halos.

Also highlighted in the top left panel are the positions
of the satellite halos that host the eleven brightest satellites
of one of the central galaxies. The alignment of the satellites
is indicative of a thin plane seen in projection, that is also
aligned with the orientation of the filament.

The small insets in Fig. 2 show the stellar structure of
some of the many galaxies formed in this simulation. The
images use multi-band colours rendered using a spectropho-
tometric model (Trayford et al. 2015). A variety of disk and
spheroid morphologies, luminosities, colours, and sizes are
clearly visible, reminiscent of the diversity of observed LG
galaxies.

3.3 No missing satellites

Fig. 3 shows the galaxy stellar mass functions in the simu-
lations, using data from all twelve of the Apostle volumes
at resolution L2. Results are plotted both within 300 kpc

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

New simulations match stellar mass function

APOSTLE
Sawala et al. 2016



Results Before Infall: z=1
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Figure 2. The stellar mass halo mass relation for our simu-
lated galaxies at z = 1. The colorful points are haloes with stars,
while the red empty circles represent dark haloes. The abundance
matching relations from Moster et al. (2013) and Behroozi et al.
(2013) are shown in black and cyan respectively, the dashed lines
indicate the extrapolation to lower masses.

Haloes in our zoom-in simulations were identified using
the MPI+OpenMP hybrid halo finder ahf

1 Knollmann &
Knebe (2011). The virial masses of the haloes are defined as
the mass within a sphere containing � = 200 times the cos-
mic critical matter density. The virial (total) mass is denoted
as M

200

, the virial radius as r
200

, finally M
star

indicates the
total stellar mass within 0.1r

200

.

3 RESULTS

In the following we will present the results of our simulated
galaxies. In all plots simulations are always shown at z = 1,
which represents the time at which (on average) these haloes
will be accreted onto a more massive halo. In most of the
plots the simulation results are represented by color dots or
lines. The same color corresponds to the same galaxy in all
plots, making easier to connect the di↵erent properties of
the same galaxy across the various figures.

3.1 Dark, stellar and gas masses at z=1

At first we look into the relation between stellar mass and
halo mass for our galaxies. Results are shown in figure 2,
where colorful circles represent haloes that did form stars,
while empty red circles show “dark” haloes. The grey and
cyan lines represent the abundance matching relations from
Moster et al. (2013) and Behroozi et al. (2013), respectively.
All our galaxies seem to prefer a lower stellar mass than
what is predicted by Behroozi and collaborators and being

1 http://popia.ft.uam.es/AMIGA

Figure 3. The gas to total mass ratio as a function of stellar mass.
The grey dashed line represents the cosmic value ⌦b/⌦m = 0.155
for the WMAP7 cosmology. The galaxy color coding is the same
as in figure 2.

more in agreement with a simple extrapolation of the Moster
relation (the extrapolated part is marked by a dashed line
in both cases).

An interesting thing to notice is the very large scatter
(0.45 dex) in stellar mass at a fixed halo mass: for example
for a halo mass around 7⇥109 M� the ratio between stellar
mass and halo mass changes by about two orders of magni-
tude from 10�3 to 10�5. We will return to the origin of this
scatter later in section 3.4.

For halo masses below 4 ⇥ 109M� about half of the
haloes remain dark, in other words they are not able to cre-
ate a single stellar particle. This is in fairly good agreement
with previous results of Sawala et al. (2016a, see also Simp-
son et al. (2013)) which use several hydrodynamic cosmolog-
ical simulations of the Local Group to study the discriminat-
ing factors for galaxy formation (i.e. being luminous) in low
mass haloes. Based on their (larger) sample of haloes they
also found about half of the haloes remaining dark at z = 1
at these mass scales. Such a dark fraction is also consistent
with what is required to solve the so-called missing satel-
lite problem (Klypin et al. 1999; Macciò et al. 2010; Sawala
et al. 2016a). Despite the large number of dark haloes, it is
interesting to notice that the lowest mass halo in our sam-
ple (cyan point with M

200

= 5 ⇥ 108M�) is nevertheless
luminous with about 104M� of stars.

At the mass scales analyzed in this paper, we expect
galaxies to be quite ine�cient in accreting baryons due to
the UV background (e.g. Gnedin 2000; Hoeft et al. 2006;
Okamoto et al. 2008; Simpson et al. 2013; Noh & McQuinn
2014). In figure 3 we show the gas to total mass fraction as a
function of stellar mass. All galaxies are strongly baryon “de-
prived” with respect to the universal baryon fraction (repre-
sented by the grey dashed line), with some galaxies able to
accrete (and retain) less than 10% of the available baryonic
budget, almost regardless of their stellar mass.

On the other hand the very low gas fraction could also
be a result of gas outflows due to SNe, given that the mass
loading factor of winds increases at lower circular velocities
(Dutton 2012).

Such question has been raised before, for example Simp-

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)

Macciò et al. 2017, arXiv 1707.01106 
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Figure 16. Mass accretion history of luminous and dark haloes
with similar z = 1 masses. The grey dash line shows the charac-
teristic mass Mc (mass at which haloes on average have lost half
of their baryons) as computed by Okamoto et al. 2008.
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Figure 6. The 2D half mass radius vs. the line of sight stellar
velocity dispersion. Simulation results are color coded as in figure
2, the error bars represent the 1 � � scatter from ten di↵erent
projections. Crosses with error bars represent observational data
from Collins et al. (2013), see text for more details.

Figure 7. Same as figure 6 but using a random redshift between
1 and 3 to compute the properties of the galaxies.

di↵erence to the inability of our enrichment algorithms to
cope with very rapid and very small star formation bursts.
At these very low stellar masses, our galaxies have a very
rapid single stellar burst (see figure 9) which happens on
time scales comparable to our internal time stepping. This
means that the time resolution is too short to properly en-
rich the gas and hence the very low metallicity. We plan to
improve our chemistry network and revisit this issue in a
future publication.

The ability of our more luminous galaxies to match the
stellar mass metallicity relation suggests that this relation
is already in place before the infall and that tidal e↵ects will
make the galaxies move along the relation, see PaperII for
more details.

Figure 8. Stellar mass - metallicity relation. Observations from
Kirby et al. (2011, 2013) are represented by black and grey sym-
bols with error-bars. Simulation results are color coded as in figure
2; the triangles represent an upper limit to the satellite metallic-
ity.

3.3 Star formation rate and halo response

As already mentioned above the star formation rate at the
edge of galaxy formation is quite stochastic and made of
rapid bursts, followed by long quiescent periods, as shown in
figure 9, where the star formation is computed over a period
of 100 Myrs. In this figure galaxies are ordered by halo mass
(according to table 2) but retain the same coloring scheme
as in figure 2.

Galaxies with similar halo mass (i.e. in neighboring pan-
els in figure 9) show quite diverse star formation histories,
with di↵erent times and intensities for the stellar bursts.
This is in quite good agreement with the diversity in the stel-
lar mass assembly of satellites in the Milky Way and M31,
as observed by Weisz et al. (2014). In figure 10 we directly
compare the cumulative stellar mass growth of our simu-
lated galaxies (color coded according to their stellar mass)
with the results of Weisz and collaborators up to z = 1.
As already noted in previous simulations (Governato et al.
2015; Fitts et al. 2016; Wetzel et al. 2016) we are also able to
nicely reproduce the diversity of the observed dwarf galaxies
star formation histories.

Several recent papers have pointed out a correlation be-
tween repeated gas outflows due to star formation bursts and
the expansion of the inner dark matter distribution (Pontzen
& Governato 2012; Macciò et al. 2012b; Di Cintio et al. 2014;
Madau et al. 2014; Oñorbe et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2015; Tol-
let et al. 2016; Dutton et al. 2016; Read et al. 2016). It is
then interesting to look at the inner slope of the dark matter
density profile in the hydro simulations and to compare this
to their Dark Matter Only (DMO) counterparts. In figure
12 we show the logarithmic slope of the dark matter den-
sity profile (↵ = d log(⇢)/d log r) computed between 1 and
2% of the virial radius, versus the stellar mass to halo mass
ratio. We chose the latter quantity since it has been shown
to be the most correlated with ↵ (Di Cintio et al. 2014).
Results from hydro simulations are represented by the usual
color symbols while the corresponding DMO (i.e. Nbody)
results are shown as black squares; in both cases the error
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Figure 9. Galaxy star formation histories computed over a period of 100 Myrs. The galaxies are ordered with decreasing total mass (as
in table 2). The values of the stellar masses are reported in each single box. The color coding is the same as in figure 2.

Figure 10. Cumulative stellar mass growth up to z = 1. Simu-
lations are color coded according to their final stellar mass (right
side bar). Observations from Weisz et al. (2014) are also limited
to z = 1 and are shown in grey.

bars represent the uncertainty from the fitting routine. In
the same plot we show the fitting formula from Tollet et al.
(2016), which was based on the analysis of 90 galaxies from
the NIHAO suite (Wang et al. 2015).

There is a quite good agreement with the results from
Tollet et al. (2016), (see also Chan et al. 2015), meaning
that we see a partial halo expansion for a star formation
e�ciency (M

star

/M
200

) close to 10�3 (the first two points
on the right), but then for lower star formation e�ciency
our galaxies retain the same dark matter density profiles
as their pure N-body counterparts. Baryons are able to al-
ter dark matter profiles possibly only in very massive satel-
lites, while smaller objects are supposed to retain the typical
CDM cuspy Einasto-like profiles (Dutton & Macciò 2014)
as already pointed out in several previous studies like (e.g.
Governato et al. 2012; Oñorbe et al. 2015, and references
therein)

In figure 13 following Governato et al. (2012) we also
show the same slope ↵ as a function of stellar mass to facili-
tate a possible comparison with observations, symbols have
the same meaning as in figure 12.

Our choice of measuring the profile slope between 1 and
2% of the virial radius is somehow arbitrary; for this reason
we also compute it at a more natural length scale as the 2D
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Figure 9. Galaxy star formation histories computed over a period of 100 Myrs. The galaxies are ordered with decreasing total mass (as
in table 2). The values of the stellar masses are reported in each single box. The color coding is the same as in figure 2.

Figure 10. Cumulative stellar mass growth up to z = 1. Simu-
lations are color coded according to their final stellar mass (right
side bar). Observations from Weisz et al. (2014) are also limited
to z = 1 and are shown in grey.

bars represent the uncertainty from the fitting routine. In
the same plot we show the fitting formula from Tollet et al.
(2016), which was based on the analysis of 90 galaxies from
the NIHAO suite (Wang et al. 2015).

There is a quite good agreement with the results from
Tollet et al. (2016), (see also Chan et al. 2015), meaning
that we see a partial halo expansion for a star formation
e�ciency (M

star

/M
200

) close to 10�3 (the first two points
on the right), but then for lower star formation e�ciency
our galaxies retain the same dark matter density profiles
as their pure N-body counterparts. Baryons are able to al-
ter dark matter profiles possibly only in very massive satel-
lites, while smaller objects are supposed to retain the typical
CDM cuspy Einasto-like profiles (Dutton & Macciò 2014)
as already pointed out in several previous studies like (e.g.
Governato et al. 2012; Oñorbe et al. 2015, and references
therein)

In figure 13 following Governato et al. (2012) we also
show the same slope ↵ as a function of stellar mass to facili-
tate a possible comparison with observations, symbols have
the same meaning as in figure 12.

Our choice of measuring the profile slope between 1 and
2% of the virial radius is somehow arbitrary; for this reason
we also compute it at a more natural length scale as the 2D
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Figure 11. Logarithmic slope of the dark matter halo profiles in
the hydro simulation (color symbols) and in the dark matter only
simulation (black dots). The solid line shows the fitting formula
proposed in the NIHAO-IV paper (Tollet et al. 2016). The slope
↵ is computed between 1 and 2% of the virial radius, while the
error bars represent the uncertainty from the fitting routine.

Figure 12. Logarithmic slope of the dark matter halo profiles in
the hydro simulation (color symbols) and in the dark matter only
simulation (black dots). The solid line shows the fitting formula
proposed in the NIHAO-IV paper (Tollet et al. 2016). The slope
↵ is computed between 1 and 2% of the virial radius, while the
error bars represent the uncertainty from the fitting routine.

half mass radius (r2Dh , for this measurement we used five
equally spaced logarithmic bins around the radius.). Figure
14 shows the behavior of this new measurement of alpha
as a function of the galaxy stellar mass. By comparing the
slope for the Dark Matter Only (DMO) simulations with
the one of the Hydro ones, also in this case there seems to
be a particular stellar mass (around M

star

⇡ 106M�) above
which the dark matter profiles becomes flatter in the hydro
simulations. It is also interesting to note that for very low
stellar masses, the hydro simulations are slightly contracted
w.r.t. N-body ones on the scale of r2Dh .

Recently Read et al. (2016) presented very high resolu-
tion simulations of isolated dwarf galaxies reporting that if
star formation proceeds for long enough, dark cores of size
comparable to r2Dh always form. The key factor is to have an
extended star formation period, of about 4 Gyr for a 108 M�

Figure 13. Logarithmic slope of the dark matter halo profiles in
the hydro simulation (color symbols) and in the dark matter only
simulation (black dots) as a function of galaxy stellar mass. The
slope ↵ is computed between 1 and 2% of the virial radius.

halo and 14 Gyr for 109 M� one. Our galaxies from one side
seem to support Read et al. findings in a sense that galax-
ies with ”continuous” star formation do seem to have flat
profiles at the half mass radius, as can be seen by looking
at the galaxies in the first row of figure 9 and their respec-
tive position in figure 14. On the other hand none of our
low (stellar) mass galaxies has a cored profile, not even at
the half mass radius. This could be an indication that in a
more realistic, cosmological set up (which also includes the
UV background, an ingredient missing in Read et al. ) all
star formation histories are indeed truncated after the first
bursts and no cores should be expected in low mass galaxies.

A corollary of our simulation results is that, under
the assumption that environmental process do not strongly
modify the dark matter distribution (see PaperII), a firm de-
tection of a large core in any of the Milky Way satellites with
a stellar mass below few 106M� will call for a revision of the
simple Cold Dark Matter model . It will possibly point to-
wards a di↵erent nature for dark matter, either warm (but
see Macciò et al. 2012a), or self interacting (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014b; Elbert et al. 2015) or even more exotic models
(e.g. Macciò et al. 2015).

3.4 Diversity of star formation histories and the
DM assembly

In this section we want to better understand the origin of the
diversity in star formation histories shown in figure 9. To this
extent, we will focus our attention on just four haloes that
have very similar dark matter masses, all around 109.75M�,
but have considerably di↵erent stellar masses at z = 1 from
4.5⇥ 104 to 3.63⇥ 106M�.

In figure 15 we show the star formation histories of
these four galaxies (upper panels) compared to their inner
mass accretion (middle panels) defined as the mass within
a sphere of 2 kpc from the center of the galaxy.

There is a clear correlation between the infall of new
mass (gas and dark matter) and the onset of star formation.
This is particularly evident in the case of sudden jumps in
the enclosed mass, as for example at t ⇡ 1 Gyr for the
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Figure 11. Logarithmic slope of the dark matter halo profiles in
the hydro simulation (color symbols) and in the dark matter only
simulation (black dots). The solid line shows the fitting formula
proposed in the NIHAO-IV paper (Tollet et al. 2016). The slope
↵ is computed between 1 and 2% of the virial radius, while the
error bars represent the uncertainty from the fitting routine.
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↵ is computed between 1 and 2% of the virial radius, while the
error bars represent the uncertainty from the fitting routine.

half mass radius (r2Dh , for this measurement we used five
equally spaced logarithmic bins around the radius.). Figure
14 shows the behavior of this new measurement of alpha
as a function of the galaxy stellar mass. By comparing the
slope for the Dark Matter Only (DMO) simulations with
the one of the Hydro ones, also in this case there seems to
be a particular stellar mass (around M

star

⇡ 106M�) above
which the dark matter profiles becomes flatter in the hydro
simulations. It is also interesting to note that for very low
stellar masses, the hydro simulations are slightly contracted
w.r.t. N-body ones on the scale of r2Dh .

Recently Read et al. (2016) presented very high resolu-
tion simulations of isolated dwarf galaxies reporting that if
star formation proceeds for long enough, dark cores of size
comparable to r2Dh always form. The key factor is to have an
extended star formation period, of about 4 Gyr for a 108 M�

Figure 13. Logarithmic slope of the dark matter halo profiles in
the hydro simulation (color symbols) and in the dark matter only
simulation (black dots) as a function of galaxy stellar mass. The
slope ↵ is computed between 1 and 2% of the virial radius.

halo and 14 Gyr for 109 M� one. Our galaxies from one side
seem to support Read et al. findings in a sense that galax-
ies with ”continuous” star formation do seem to have flat
profiles at the half mass radius, as can be seen by looking
at the galaxies in the first row of figure 9 and their respec-
tive position in figure 14. On the other hand none of our
low (stellar) mass galaxies has a cored profile, not even at
the half mass radius. This could be an indication that in a
more realistic, cosmological set up (which also includes the
UV background, an ingredient missing in Read et al. ) all
star formation histories are indeed truncated after the first
bursts and no cores should be expected in low mass galaxies.

A corollary of our simulation results is that, under
the assumption that environmental process do not strongly
modify the dark matter distribution (see PaperII), a firm de-
tection of a large core in any of the Milky Way satellites with
a stellar mass below few 106M� will call for a revision of the
simple Cold Dark Matter model . It will possibly point to-
wards a di↵erent nature for dark matter, either warm (but
see Macciò et al. 2012a), or self interacting (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014b; Elbert et al. 2015) or even more exotic models
(e.g. Macciò et al. 2015).

3.4 Diversity of star formation histories and the
DM assembly

In this section we want to better understand the origin of the
diversity in star formation histories shown in figure 9. To this
extent, we will focus our attention on just four haloes that
have very similar dark matter masses, all around 109.75M�,
but have considerably di↵erent stellar masses at z = 1 from
4.5⇥ 104 to 3.63⇥ 106M�.

In figure 15 we show the star formation histories of
these four galaxies (upper panels) compared to their inner
mass accretion (middle panels) defined as the mass within
a sphere of 2 kpc from the center of the galaxy.

There is a clear correlation between the infall of new
mass (gas and dark matter) and the onset of star formation.
This is particularly evident in the case of sudden jumps in
the enclosed mass, as for example at t ⇡ 1 Gyr for the
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Halo expansion driven by SN feedback
particles moving in a rapidly fluctuating potential gain energy

(see also Navarro, Eke, Frenk 1996; Read & Gilmore 2005; 
Mashchenko et al. 2008, NIHAO IX) 
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SN driven halo expansion requires 
high star formation threshold

MaGICC/NIHAO 
n=10 cm-3

FIRE  
n=100 cm-3

expansion

Chan et al. 2015

Di Cintio et al. 2014 
Tollet et al. 2016

APOSTLE/EAGLE   
n~0.1 cm-3

no change

 Schaller et al. 2015



Dispersion dominated at infall 
- no need for “morphological transformation”
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Table 2. Compilation of the di↵erent orbit scenarios with their
inital velocity, pericentre distance and orbit inclination with re-
spect to the host galaxy disc. All orbit initiate at the coordinates
x = 210kpc, y = z = 0. The colour indicates the colour coding in Fig.
1.

Name (vx, vy, vz) [v200] ⌧ram [Gyr] rmin [kpc] # [deg]

orbitI (�0.45, 0.3, 0) 1.5 25.52 0

orbitII (�0.45, 0, 0.3) 1.5 25.46 90

orbitIII (�0.2, 0.2, 0.2) 1.5 25.26 45

orbitIV (�0.5, 0, 0.1) 1.4 7.94 90

orbitV (�0.5, 0.1, 0) 1.4 7.2 0

radial (�0.5, 0, 0) 1.3 - 0

Figure 1. Visualization of the orbits (orbitI to orbitV ) presented
in Table 2 from infall to 5.7Gyr after infall. The colour coding is
the same as in Table 2

of the simulations with and without the ram pressure model,
we still apply the ram pressure model to all simulations since
it decreases the computational cost (by reducing the number
of gas particles within the galaxy).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Rotational support

One main di↵erence between our approach and previous
studies in the literature is the use of cosmological simula-
tions as initial conditions, it is then interesting to check the
dynamical state of our galaxies before the infall. In Fig. 3 we
show the amount of rotational support of the stellar compo-
nent in the dwarf galaxies at z = 1. We obtain the rotational
velocity v' by averaging the individual velocities of the stel-
lar particles in ~e' direction. The unit vector ~e' is set as the
circumferential direction with respect to the axis defined by
the total stellar angular momentum of stars within the half
mass radius. The velocity dispersion � is simply given by
� = �3D/

p
3, where �3D is the three dimensional velocity

dispersion of the stellar particles in the half mass radius. As
shown in Fig. 3 our galaxies show that there is not much
rotational support and their structure can be described by
a single isotropic component with practically no signs of a

Figure 2. Projection of orbitII onto the x� z plane comparing
the evolution in an analytic potential (blue), in a live halo with
105 (green) and 107 (red) dark matter particles. A star marks the
start of the orbit while the dot marks the end

104 105 106 107

Mstar [M�]
0.00
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0.08

0.12
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0.20
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/�
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Figure 3. Amount of rotation along the axis of total stellar angu-
lar momentum of the stars compared to stellar velocity dispersion
as a function of stellar mass.

stellar disc even before infall. This is in agreement with
previous studies which showed that in cosmological
simulations isolated dwarf galaxies as well as satellite
galaxies at the low mass end seem to be dispersion
supported systems (Wheeler et al. 2017).

However this is quite di↵erent from several previ-
ous works studying satellite-host interaction, which usually
adopted values of vrot/� ⇡ 2 (Kazantzidis et al. 2017) with a
well defined disc component, and then witness a“morpholog-
ical transformation”within the host halo ( Lokas et al. 2010).
In our case no morphological transformation is needed since
cosmological simulations seem to indicate that galaxies, on
our mass scales, are already quite “messy” and do not show
the presence of a stellar disc.

3.2 Environmental e↵ects on galaxy properties

All the satellites survive till redshift z = 0 on orbits from
orbitI to orbitV with the exception of satI on orbitV, since
in this case our centering algorithm is not able to find a well
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Figure 4. The stellar mass within three stellar 3D half mass
radii (at infall) as a function of the maxium circular velocity. The
gray band shows the moster relation and its errors translated to a
function of vmax for a concentration of c = 7. Triangles denote the
isolated simulations while the filled circles denote the di↵erent
orbits. The more violent the orbit, the fainter is the colour of the
dots.

Mass loss and abundance matching

In Fig. 4 we show the stellar mass within three half mass
radii at infall as a function of the maximum of the total cir-
cular velocity profile vmax. The half light radius is determined
by the radius of a sphere around the centre of the satellite
containing half of its stellar mass, we will refer to this mea-
sure as the 3D half mass radius. The (coloured) triangles
mark the results for the isolated runs at redshift zero. The
(coloured) filled circles represent the runs in the disc+halo
potential, same colours refer to the same satellite (they are
also connected by a line to facilitate the comparison), while
the strength of the colour goes from dark to faint as the
orbit becomes more destructive, i.e. from orbits (orbitI to
orbitV ). We will use the same colour scheme in the rest of
the paper. Finally the grey circles represent the full sample
of haloes presented in PaperI at z = 1 and are only added for
comparison.

The dashed grey line shows the extrapolation to low
mass haloes of the abundance matching relation from
(Moster et al. 2013) and its error band. Since for satellites
it is hard to define the total halo mass we have translated
this last quantity into a maximum circular velocity. This has
been assuming a NFW potential for the total matter distri-
bution with concentration c = 7 (which is the average con-
centration of our simulated haloes) and also assuming that
the maximum circular velocity occurs at the radius r = 2.16rs
(Bullock et al. 2001) where rs is the NFW scale radius.

Our galaxies started on the abundance matching rela-
tion (grey circles, see also Paper I), and they remain there
when run in isolation (coloured triangles). Then depending
on the orbit, they leave the relation as a consequence of
tidal stripping. For quiet orbits they move almost parallel
to the x-axis (i.e. with constant stellar mass), meaning that
the central region of the satellite is fairly unaltered, then for
more disruptive orbits also the stellar component is a↵ected
and the stellar mass can shrink to up to 1% of its initial
value. Overall the satellites seem to perform a characteris-

Figure 5. Evolution of the dark matter mass in terms of the dark
matter mass at infall of the seven satellites on orbitII. Only the
mass in 10% of the virial radius at infall is considered.

tic curve in the stellar mass vs. maximum circular velocity
plane due to tidal stripping.

It is interesting also to look at the time evolution of the
dark matter mass near the (luminous) centre of our haloes.
In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of the dark matter mass
enclosed in 10% of the initial (at infall) virial radius for all
our satellites on the same orbit, namely orbitII.

Until the first pericentre passage at t ⇡ 8Gyr the dark
matter mass is more or less stable with the exception of
satIV in which a (sub)substructure that passed nearby the
centre led to an overestimation of the initial enclosed mass.
During the first pericentre passage the satellites lose about
half their inner dark matter mass. Then we find again a
quite stable period untill the second pericentre passage at
t ⇡ 11Gyr, when the satellites are stripped again and left
with 15� 50% of their initial dark matter mass at redshift
z = 0.

The second stripping event, corresponding to the sec-
ond pericentre passage, occurs in the time range 11 to 12
Gyr for all the satellites. The more massive satellites how-
ever seem to experience this event earlier (shortly after 11
Gyr ) than the less massive ones. This implies a sort of ”de-
cay”of the orbital trajectory for more massive satellites even
in the absence of dynamical friction. This can be ascribed
to the di↵erent redistribution of energy and orbital angu-
lar momentum between stripped material and the satellite
remnant.

Stellar mass assembly

We now turn our attention to the luminous part of the satel-
lites. The evolution of the stellar mass in the cosmolocigal
simulations until redshift z = 1 (dashed) and physical sim-
ulations (solid) is shown in Fig. 6 for the isolated run and
orbitII (faint lines).

The stellar mass as a function of time is reconstructed
from the formation times of the individual stellar particles.
All stellar particles that remain within 10% of the virial ra-
dius r200,infall at infall at redshift z = 0 are considered and
weighted with their initial stellar mass mstar, init. We will use
the virial radius at infall as a scale for the dark matter halo
during the satellite evolution and we will refer to it just
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Figure 6. Evolution of the stellar mass of the 5 luminous satel-
lites before (dashed) and after (solid) the infall time (z = 1). Iso-
lated runs are shown with darker colours while orbits (specifically
orbitII ) are shown with fainter ones. The stellar mass is shown in
terms of the stellar mass at time z = 0.
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Figure 7. Metallicity as a function of the stellar mass. The
coloured triangles denote the isolated simulations while the filled
circles denote the di↵erent orbits. The more violent the orbit, the
fainter is the colour of the dots. Observations of Milky Way and
M31 satellites from (Kirby et al. 2014) are shown as grey dots
and triangles, respectively.

as the virial radius r200. The star formation before infall has
been further investigated in (Macciò et al. 2017). The galax-
ies show various behaviours of star formation in isolation,
from absence of star formation in satV to a starburst due to
a merger with substructure in satII. On the orbit however
the star formation plays no or at least a minor role.

Metallicity

We present the mass weighted stellar metallicity as a func-
tion of stellar mass enclosed in a sphere of three 2D half mass
radii in Fig. 7. Where the 2D half mass radius is defined as
the radius of a cylinder along the z-axis (our line-of-sight)
containing half of the galaxy stellar mass.

As before the triangle marks the position of the iso-
lated simulation, while the di↵erent coloured circles mark

Figure 8. Projected velocity dispersion inside the stellar 2D half
mass radius as a function of the stellar 2D half mass radius.
coloured triangles denote the isolated simulations while the filled
circles denote the di↵erent orbits. The more violent the orbit, the
fainter is the colour of the dots. Observations of Milky Way and
M31 satellites (for references see section 3.2) are shown as grey
dots and triangles, respectively.

the results for the di↵erent orbits, with faint colours being
associated with more disruptive orbits. The grey circles and
triangles represent observational results for the Milky Way
and the M31 galaxy respectively. Our isolated runs nicely
reproduce the observational trend from Kirby et al. (2014),
with the exception of satV, the apparent failure of this satel-
lite is related to the very short time scale of star formation
compared with the time-step of the simulation, which does
not allow for a proper treatment of the enrichment (see Pa-
perI for a thorough explanation of this issue).

When the satellites are exposed to the presence of a
central halo, they do lose stellar mass (as expected), but they
still move parallel to the relation, with an almost constant
metallicity. This is due to the very low metal gradient in our
stellar population and also explains the very weak observed
dependence of the metallicity on the galaxy stellar mass at
these mass scales.

Stellar kinematics

The e↵ect of accretion onto a more massive galaxy is instead
clearly visible in the velocity dispersion-size relation which
is shown in Fig. 8. The size (rh) is again the 2D half mass
radius already introduced above, while the velocity disper-
sion is the 1D dispersion along the line of sight (the z=axis
in our case) computed within rh. In this plot the observa-
tional data are represented by grey dots and triangles for
Milky way and M31 satellites, respectively. They are taken
from a compilation from M.Collins (private communication)
including data from Koposov et al. (2010) and Kirby et al.
(2013) for the Milky Way and Tollerud et al. (2012, 2013);
Ho et al. (2012); Collins et al. (2013); Martin et al. (2014)
for M31 satellites.

Our isolated haloes (triangles) lie well within the rela-
tion as were our initial conditions (see Paper I). Stripping
and tidal forces modify both the size and the velocity dis-
persion of the galaxies, which, depending on the orbit, at
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Figure 10. Three dimensional velocity dispersion of the stellar particles on orbitII evaulated at infall (solid), 3Gyr and 7.8Gyr (z ⇡ 0)
(faint, solid). Grey points denote line of sight velocity dispersion measurements from Walker et al. (2009) of the nine most massive Milky
Way satellites rescaled by a factor of

p
3 (Wolf et al. 2010).

plot in Fig. 13 the inner logarithmic dark matter density
slope ↵ as a function of stellar mass. The slope ↵ is com-
puted between 1-2% of the initial (at infall) virial radius,
following Tollet et al. (2016) and PaperI; the triangles mark
the isolation runs, while the circles represent the di↵erent
orbits, finally the stellar mass for the two dark haloes has
been arbitrarily set.

No matter if the halo contained stars or not, or whether
it starts with a flattened profile (blue and yellow symbols)
or with a cuspy one (green symbols), in all cases the e↵ect
of accretion is to steepen the dark matter profile. It is im-
portant to notice that the profile steepening is not
due to a contraction of the halo but it is due to a
slightly stronger mass removal in the outer regions
of the halo with respect to its very centre.

In Fig. 12 we do not show the final density profile slope
for satI (blue), satII (red) and satIII (yellow) for the most
extreme orbit. This is because at z = 0 these satellites do
not have a clear dark matter centre to build the profile. It
is nevertheless interesting to look at the evolution of the
dark matter profile as a function of time before the satellite
disruption. This is shown in Fig. 14 where we present the

di↵erence of the density slope ↵ w.r.t. to the isolation case
as a function of time: the plots show satI (blue line), satII
(red line) and satIII (yellow line) on orbitIV (for satI ) and
orbitV (for satII and satIII ), respectively, and the profile
slopes are averaged over five time-steps to reduce the noise.
It is evident that the steepening of the profile is present
even for satellites that are completely shredded apart by
tidal forces.

When the results of PaperI and this work are combined,
they imply that the observational discovery of a dark matter
core in one of the low mass satellites of our own Galaxy
will strongly challenge the predictions of the ⇤CDM model.
It will be very di�cult to explain such dark matter core
invoking the e↵ect of baryons (Paper I and triangles in Fig.
13) or the e↵ect of environment and accretion (again Fig.
13). The discovery of a flat dark matter distribution will then
be an indication of a di↵erent nature for dark matter: warm
(but see Macciò et al. 2012a), self interacting (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014b; Elbert et al. 2015) or even more exotic models
(e.g. Macciò et al. 2015).
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Figure 6. Evolution of the stellar mass of the 5 luminous satel-
lites before (dashed) and after (solid) the infall time (z = 1). Iso-
lated runs are shown with darker colours while orbits (specifically
orbitII ) are shown with fainter ones. The stellar mass is shown in
terms of the stellar mass at time z = 0.

Figure 7. Metallicity as a function of the stellar mass. The
coloured triangles denote the isolated simulations while the filled
circles denote the di↵erent orbits. The more violent the orbit, the
fainter is the colour of the dots. Observations of Milky Way and
M31 satellites from (Kirby et al. 2014) are shown as grey dots
and triangles, respectively.

as the virial radius r200. The star formation before infall has
been further investigated in (Macciò et al. 2017). The galax-
ies show various behaviours of star formation in isolation,
from absence of star formation in satV to a starburst due to
a merger with substructure in satII. On the orbit however
the star formation plays no or at least a minor role.

Metallicity

We present the mass weighted stellar metallicity as a func-
tion of stellar mass enclosed in a sphere of three 2D half mass
radii in Fig. 7. Where the 2D half mass radius is defined as
the radius of a cylinder along the z-axis (our line-of-sight)
containing half of the galaxy stellar mass.

As before the triangle marks the position of the iso-
lated simulation, while the di↵erent coloured circles mark
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Figure 8. Projected velocity dispersion inside the stellar 2D half
mass radius as a function of the stellar 2D half mass radius.
coloured triangles denote the isolated simulations while the filled
circles denote the di↵erent orbits. The more violent the orbit, the
fainter is the colour of the dots. Observations of Milky Way and
M31 satellites (for references see section 3.2) are shown as grey
dots and triangles, respectively.

the results for the di↵erent orbits, with faint colours being
associated with more disruptive orbits. The grey circles and
triangles represent observational results for the Milky Way
and the M31 galaxy respectively. Our isolated runs nicely
reproduce the observational trend from Kirby et al. (2014),
with the exception of satV, the apparent failure of this satel-
lite is related to the very short time scale of star formation
compared with the time-step of the simulation, which does
not allow for a proper treatment of the enrichment (see Pa-
perI for a thorough explanation of this issue).

When the satellites are exposed to the presence of a
central halo, they do lose stellar mass (as expected), but they
still move parallel to the relation, with an almost constant
metallicity. This is due to the very low metal gradient in our
stellar population and also explains the very weak observed
dependence of the metallicity on the galaxy stellar mass at
these mass scales.

Stellar kinematics

The e↵ect of accretion onto a more massive galaxy is instead
clearly visible in the velocity dispersion-size relation which
is shown in Fig. 8. The size (rh) is again the 2D half mass
radius already introduced above, while the velocity disper-
sion is the 1D dispersion along the line of sight (the z=axis
in our case) computed within rh. In this plot the observa-
tional data are represented by grey dots and triangles for
Milky way and M31 satellites, respectively. They are taken
from a compilation from M.Collins (private communication)
including data from Koposov et al. (2010) and Kirby et al.
(2013) for the Milky Way and Tollerud et al. (2012, 2013);
Ho et al. (2012); Collins et al. (2013); Martin et al. (2014)
for M31 satellites.

Our isolated haloes (triangles) lie well within the rela-
tion as were our initial conditions (see Paper I). Stripping
and tidal forces modify both the size and the velocity dis-
persion of the galaxies, which, depending on the orbit, at
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Figure 9. Projected velocity dispersion inside the stellar 2D half
mass radius as a function of the stellar 2D half mass radius.
coloured triangles denote the isolated simulations while the filled
circles denote the di↵erent orbits. The more violent the orbit, the
fainter is the colour of the dots. Observations of Milky Way and
M31 satellites (for references see section 3.2) are shown as grey
dots (and a star for the recently discovered satelite Crater 2) and
triangles, respectively.

compilation from M.Collins (private communication) includ-
ing data from Walker et al. (2009) for the Milky Way and
Tollerud et al. (2012, 2013); Ho et al. (2012); Collins et al.
(2013); Martin et al. (2014) for M31 satellites. The size
and dispersion measurements of the recently discov-
ered satellite Crater 2 are taken from Caldwell et al.
(2017).

Our isolated haloes (triangles) lie well within the rela-
tion as were our initial conditions (see Paper I). Stripping
and tidal forces modify both the size and the velocity dis-
persion of the galaxies, which, depending on the orbit, at
redshift zero tend to occupy the whole space covered by the
observations.

It is interesting to note that simulated galaxies with
larger sizes tend to have a larger deviation (both in size
and dispersion) from the isolated runs, suggesting that small
galaxies tend to be more resilient to tidal e↵ects. Overall
the scatter in our simulated size-dispersion velocity is in
very good agreement with the observed one. Further we
want to emphasise that satII and orbitV ends up
with an extremely low velocity dispersion at a half
mass radius of about 1.2kpc. This is in very good
agreement with the properties of the recently dis-
covered Crater2 satellite (Caldwell et al. 2017). This
implies that the formation of such extended and cold
structures is not a challenge for the current LCDM
model, which can be explained as highly perturbed
objects (see also Munshi et al. (2017)).

To better understand the time evolution of the stellar
kinematics in our satellites, in Fig. 10 we show the radial
profile of the three dimensional stellar velocity dispersion
on orbitII at three di↵erent times: at infall and after 3 and
7.8Gyr (corresponding to redshift z = 0). Here we only con-
sider satI to satIV because satV has not su�cient stellar
particles to resolve the kinematics properly (see Table 1). In
the same plot we also show as reference (grey circles) the

line of sight velocity dispersion measurements for the nine
most massive Milky Way satellites at the half light radius
from Walker et al. (2009) rescaled by a factor of

p
3 (see

Wolf et al. 2010)). As time goes by the mass (DM+stellar)
loss causes an overall decrease of stellar velocity dispersion,
which also tends to become more isothermal, with a very
flat distribution (see for example the case for satIII ) at red-
shift zero. We ascribe this e↵ect to the particle phase space
mixing due to tidal e↵ects, which seems to “thermalize” the
galaxy.

Another interesting (and measurable) quantity to look

at is the circular velocity, defined as vcirc =

q
GM(<r)

r , where
M(< r) is the total mass enclosed in a sphere with radius
r around the centre. In Fig. 11 we show the final (z = 0)
circular velocity radial profile for all our seven satellites and
for di↵erent orbits. In each panel the black line represents
the isolated run, while the coloured lines are the orbit runs,
with, as before, fainter colours for more disruptive orbits.
We also show, as in the previous figures, the observations of
the nine most massive Milky Way satellites as an orientation
(data from Walker et al. 2009). As already noted in previous
studies, circular velocity profiles can be significantly lowered
in the inner few hundred parsecs, even without losing a large
amount of mass on these scales (see Fig. 4). The profiles also
tend to evolve in a sort of self-similar way, preserving their
initial shape, with the exception of the most extreme orbit.

3.3 Evolution of the dark matter profile

We now turn our attention to the dark (matter) component
of our satellites. In Fig. 12 we show the redshift zero dark
matter distribution for all our galaxies in the various runs at
redshift z= 0, as before the black line represents the isolation
run, while the coloured lines are for the di↵erent orbits. The
profiles are shown from twice the gravitational dark matter
softening to the virial radius at infall (the exceptions are
satellites satI, satII and satIII on the most extreme orbit,
since they end up with a very low dark matter content at z =
0 and which pushes the convergence radius to larger scales).
As expected the tidal stripping due to the central potential is
stronger in the outer parts of the profile, which depart more
from the isolation case. On the other hand the stripping
does not happen in an “onion-like” fashion, with the outer
part being progressively removed while the centre remains
unaltered. On the contrary, the whole profile reacts to the
stripping and the central density is also lowered even on the
most mild orbits. This global reaction can be ascribed to the
typical box orbits of dark matter particles (e.g. Bryan et al.
2012), which allow particles in the centre at a given time
step, to spend quite some time in the outskirts of the halo
at a subsequent time, and hence are prone to be stripped.

As already described in PaperI, some of our satellites
(satI, satII, satIII as shown by the isolation runs) start with
a cored dark matter profile (or at least a profile with a shal-
lower slope than NFW), this is due to the fact that for those
satellites, the star formation rate is vigorous enough to cre-
ate large gas outflows, which in turn flatten the dark matter
profile (Read & Gilmore 2005; Pontzen & Governato 2012;
Macciò et al. 2012b; Di Cintio et al. 2014; Oñorbe et al.
2015). Fig. 12 seems to suggest a steepening of the profile
during its evolution. To better look into this possibility we
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Figure 12. Dark matter density profile of all the satellites in isolation (black) and on the orbits (colour coding as before) at redshift
z = 0. The more violent the orbit, the fainter is the line colour. The profiles are shown from twice the softening length up to the virial
radius at infall.

is most likely related to a major merger event that occurred
for satI shortly before redshift one and strongly reshu✏ed
the stellar particle orbits.

Finally we note that some satellites (especially satI ) are
left at z = 0 with practically no dark matter in their central
region, where they are fully stellar dominated, resembling
more an extended globular cluster than a dwarf galaxy, we
plan to look more into this issue in a forthcoming paper.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This work is the second of a series of papers in which we
are trying to understand the formation and evolution of the
smallest galaxies in the universe.

In the first paper (Macciò et al. 2017) we presented a
series of 27 cosmological simulations of halos in the mass
range 5⇥ 108 to 1010 M� , these simulations were run till
z= 1 and aimed to describe the properties of satellite galaxies
before accretion.

In this second paper we used a subsample of these cos-
mological simulations as initial conditions for a series of bi-
nary hydrodynamical simulations (satellite + host) with the

goal of understanding the e↵ects of accretion and environ-
ment on satellite galaxies.

More specifically we used a total of seven haloes (5 lu-
minous and 2 dark) with a virial mass in the range 4⇥109 to
1010M�. We modeled the central halo with an analytic po-
tential of halo (NFW) plus disc (Miyamoto & Nagai), and
we run the simulations from redshift one until redshift zero.
We use five di↵erent orbits (plus a radial orbit) for a total
of 42 simulations. Each galaxy is also evolved “in isolation”
meaning without the presence of the central halo for the
same amount of time as our “orbit” runs. We also add an
analytic model for ram pressure and we test the results of
our analytic potential against a live halo.

We find that our cosmological initial conditions di↵er
from model (pre cooked) galaxies in their kinematics: our
galaxies, even before accretion do not have a well defined
rotating stellar disc and are dispersion supported, with an
average value of v'/� of 0.14, and as low as 0.04.

While orbiting around the central host, all galaxies lose
a considerable fraction of their halo mass, as a consequence
they drift away from the widely used abundance matching
relations, due to a reshu✏ing of the mass rank order of the
satellites. Only the more extreme orbits, with small peri-
centre distances are e↵ective in stripping the stellar compo-
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Figure 13. Inner logarithmic slope of the dark matter density profile ↵ fitted between 1% and 2% of the virial radius as a function of
stellar mass inside three 3D half mass radii. Stars denote measurements at infall, while triangles denote the isolated simulations and
filled circles the orbit runs at redshift z = 0. The more violent the orbit, the fainter is the colour.

Figure 14. Time evolution of the deviation of ↵ on orbitIV and
orbitV from ↵iso (for the isolated runs) for satI, satII and satIII,
respectively. The stars denote the time where there are less than
150 dark matter particles left inside a sphere of a radius of 1%r200.

Figure 15. Dark matter mass enclosed in a constant sphere with
a radius of three stellar half mass radii at infall on the individual
orbits compared to the isolated run as a function of the central
dark matter density slope at infall ↵infall.
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Figure 13. Inner logarithmic slope of the dark matter density profile ↵ fitted between 1% and 2% of the virial radius as a function of
stellar mass inside three 3D half mass radii. Stars denote measurements at infall, while triangles denote the isolated simulations and
filled circles the orbit runs at redshift z = 0. The more violent the orbit, the fainter is the colour.

Figure 14. Time evolution of the deviation of ↵ on orbitIV and
orbitV from ↵iso (for the isolated runs) for satI, satII and satIII,
respectively. The stars denote the time where there are less than
150 dark matter particles left inside a sphere of a radius of 1%r200.

Figure 15. Dark matter mass enclosed in a constant sphere with
a radius of three stellar half mass radii at infall on the individual
orbits compared to the isolated run as a function of the central
dark matter density slope at infall ↵infall.
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Nature vs Nurture
Before infall: SF and SN feedback (internal process):
- sets stellar mass 
- sets metallicity  
- sets low v/sigma 
- lowers DM density, shallower density profile

After infall: Stripping (external process):
- lowers DM density, steeper density profile 
- lowers stellar velocity dispersion 
- increases galaxy size
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